HUGH JACKMAN – 2019 TOUR
VIP EXPERIENCE & FAN PACKAGES
AUSTRALIA

MEET & GREET EXPERIENCE
VIP HOSPITALITY & FAN PACKAGES
AVAILABLE AT ALL SHOWS

GET THE BEST TICKETS IN THE HOUSE!

In addition, face value tickets will be available in all sections illustrated below.

DIAMOND
VIP RECEPTION
+ MEET & GREET
ONE UNBELIEVABLE CATEGORY 1 TICKET IN THE BEST FRONT FLOOR SECTIONS NEAR THE STAGE

DIAMOND
VIP RECEPTION
ONE AMAZING CATEGORY 1 TICKET IN THE BEST FRONT FLOOR SECTIONS

PREMIUM FAN PACKAGE
FLOOR
ONE FANTASTIC CATEGORY 1 TICKET IN THE MIDDLE FLOOR SECTIONS

PREMIUM FAN PACKAGE
LOWER ARENA LEVEL
ONE FANTASTIC CATEGORY 1 TICKET IN THE BEST LOWER ARENA LEVEL SECTIONS

ALL PACKAGES INCLUDE:
- Specially designed commemorative gift set with three items selected by Hugh Jackman
- Official VIP laminate & matching lanyard

SHOW DAY VIP AMENITIES:
- Red carpet VIP priority check in
- Red carpet VIP priority entrance
- On site VIP host & event staff

*PLEASE NOTE Venue seating configuration vary by market; any maps indicating package locations are for reference purposes only and do not reflect accurate venue maps or exact ticket locations.

FOR FULL PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS PLEASE SEE BELOW
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OFFER 1: DIAMOND VIP RECEPTION + MEET & GREET

ONE UNBELIEVABLE CATEGORY 1 TICKET IN THE BEST FRONT FLOOR SECTIONS NEAR THE STAGE

MEET & GREET WITH MR. JACKMAN THAT INCLUDES A PROFESSIONAL PHOTO
(autoographs + selfies not permitted)

Specially designed commemorative gift set with three items selected by Hugh Jackman

Entry to the exclusive Diamond VIP 90-minute cocktail reception, featuring*:

- A VARIETY OF TRAY PASSED CANAPES, ROVING MINI-MAINS, AND DELICATE DESSERTS
- COMPLIMENTARY BEER, WINE, AND SPIRITS
- ENJOY A PLAYLIST OF UPBEAT AND SOULFUL MUSIC SELECTED BY MR. JACKMAN
- ROAMING PHOTOGRAPHER AVAILABLE TO HELP CAPTURE THE MEMORIES
- MOBILE PHONE CHARGING STATIONS SET UP IN THE FUNCTION ROOM
- VIP EVENT HOST THROUGHOUT THE FUNCTION
- DEDICATED MERCHANDISE STAND TO AVOID THE QUEUES
- DEDICATED VIP BATHROOMS TO AVOID THE QUEUES*

** AT MATINEE SHOWS, THE VIP RECEPTION WILL TAKE PLACE PRE-SHOW WITH AN AFTERNOON APPROPRIATE MENU.
AT EVENING SHOWS, THE VIP RECEPTION WILL TAKE PLACE PRE-SHOW WITH AN EVENING APPROPRIATE MENU.**

Show Day VIP Amenities*

- OFFICIAL VIP LAMINATE & MATCHING LANYARD
- PRIORITY RED CARPET CHECK-IN AT OUR VIP TENT
- PRIORITY ENTRY TO THE VENUE
- VIP EXPRESS LANES AT SELECT FOOD & BEVERAGE STANDS*
- ON-SITE VIP EVENT STAFF

*Amenities are subject to availability and may not be available at all shows. Express lanes are not available in Brisbane or Melbourne.
ONE AMAZING CATEGORY 1 TICKET IN THE BEST FRONT FLOOR SECTIONS

Specially designed commemorative gift set with three items selected by Hugh Jackman

Entry to the exclusive Diamond VIP 90-minute cocktail reception, featuring*:

- A VARIETY OF TRAY PASSED CANAPES, ROVING MINI-MAINS, AND DELICATE DESSERTS
- COMPLIMENTARY BEER, WINE, AND SPIRITS
- ENJOY A PLAYLIST OF UPBEAT AND SOULFUL MUSIC SELECTED BY MR. JACKMAN
- ROAMING PHOTOGRAPHER AVAILABLE TO HELP CAPTURE THE MEMORIES
- MOBILE PHONE CHARGING STATIONS SET UP IN THE FUNCTION ROOM
- VIP EVENT HOST THROUGHOUT THE FUNCTION
- DEDICATED MERCHANDISE STAND TO AVOID THE QUEUES
- DEDICATED VIP BATHROOMS TO AVOID THE QUEUES*

** AT MATINEE SHOWS, THE VIP RECEPTION WILL TAKE PLACE PRE-SHOW WITH AN AFTERNOON APPROPRIATE MENU.
AT EVENING SHOWS, THE VIP RECEPTION WILL TAKE PLACE PRE-SHOW WITH AN EVENING APPROPRIATE MENU.**

Show Day VIP Amenities*

- OFFICIAL VIP LAMINATE & MATCHING LANYARD
- PRIORITY RED CARPET CHECK-IN AT OUR VIP TENT
- PRIORITY ENTRY TO THE VENUE
- VIP EXPRESS LANES AT SELECT FOOD & BEVERAGE STANDS*
- ON-SITE VIP EVENT STAFF

*Amenities are subject to availability and may not be available at all shows. Express lanes are not available in Brisbane or Melbourne.*
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OFFER 3: PREMIUM FAN PACKAGE - FLOOR

ONE FANTASTIC CATEGORY 1 TICKET IN THE MIDDLE FLOOR SECTIONS

Specially designed commemorative gift set with three items selected by Hugh Jackman

Show Day VIP Amenities*

- OFFICIAL VIP LAMINATE & MATCHING LANYARD
- PRIORITY RED CARPET CHECK-IN AT OUR VIP TENT
- PRIORITY ENTRY TO THE VENUE
- VIP EXPRESS LANES AT SELECT FOOD & BEVERAGE STANDS*
- ON-SITE VIP EVENT STAFF

*Amenities are subject to availability and may not be available at all shows. Express lanes are not available in Brisbane or Melbourne.

OFFER 4: PREMIUM FAN PACKAGE – LOWER ARENA LEVEL

ONE FANTASTIC CATEGORY 1 TICKET IN THE BEST LOWER ARENA LEVEL SECTIONS

Specially designed commemorative gift set with three items selected by Hugh Jackman

Show Day VIP Amenities*

- OFFICIAL VIP LAMINATE & MATCHING LANYARD
- PRIORITY RED CARPET CHECK-IN AT OUR VIP TENT
- PRIORITY ENTRY TO THE VENUE
- VIP EXPRESS LANES AT SELECT FOOD & BEVERAGE STANDS*
- ON-SITE VIP EVENT STAFF

*Amenities are subject to availability and may not be available at all shows
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**TERMS & CONDITIONS:**

• **Packages are open to all ages**
• **Guests under 18 must be accompanied by an adult**
• **Please note that all VIP Experience purchasers will be contacted by TEG Dainty VIP via e-mail 3-5 days prior to the actual show date with additional details specific to their package schedule and instructions on where to pick up their package inclusions**
• **Information will be sent to the e-mail address provided at the time of purchase. If you do not receive an e-mail a few days prior to the event please contact VIP@tegdainty.com**
• **All merchandise will be collected on site on the day of the show unless otherwise noted**
• **All VIP programs & times may vary market-by-market and are subject to modification at any time for any reason**
• **All events, dates, venue, party, merchandise, and amenities are subject to change and cancellation at any time at our sole discretion**
• **All sales are final**
• **There are no refunds or exchanges on packages for change of mind**
• **The artist, tour, promoter, ticketing company, venue or any other affiliated parties are not responsible for outdated or inaccurate information provided by the consumer at the time of purchase which may result in undelivered product**